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Forward Looking Statements
This presentation has been prepared by Movano Inc. (“we,” “us,” “our,” “Movano” or the “Company”) and is made for informational
purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities, nor shall there be any sale of any
securities in any state or jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under
the securities laws of any such state or jurisdiction. The information set forth herein does not purport to be complete or to contain all of
the information you may desire. Statements contained herein are made as of the date of this presentation unless stated otherwise, and
neither this presentation, nor any sale of securities, shall under any circumstances create an implication that the information contained
herein is correct as of any time after such date or that information will be updated or revised to reflect information that subsequently
becomes available or changes occurring after the date hereof.
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” concerning our expectations, anticipations, intentions, beliefs or strategies
regarding the future. These forward-looking statements are based on assumptions that we have made as of the date hereof and are
subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, conditions and events to differ materially from
those anticipated. Therefore, you should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Examples of forward-looking
statements include, among others, statements we make regarding expected future operating results; product development, clinical trial
and regulatory initiatives; our strategies, positioning and expectations for future events or performance. Important factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements are set forth in our most recent annual report on
Form 10-K, and any subsequent Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, and in our other reports filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, including under the caption “Risk Factors.”Any forward-looking statement in this release speaks only as of the date of this
release. We undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statement, whether written or oral, that may be made from
time to time, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise.

GOOD
HEALTH IS A
FUNDAMENTAL
RIGHT
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Real-time diagnostic health data,
including glucose & blood pressure,
is crucial in preventing or alleviating
the effects of chronic disease.
Movano’s mission is to empower
and inspire a healthier and more
well-balanced world by delivering a
platform of purpose-driven
healthcare solutions at the
intersection of medtech and
consumer devices.
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Our Expertise Across
Critical Domains

Medtech

Technology

Finance

Go to Market

John Mastrototaro, PhD

Michael Leabman

J. Cogan, CFA

Stacy Salvi, J.D.

CEO | DIRECTOR

FOUNDER & CTO

CFO

VP | STRATEGY

Former Medtronic/MiniMed exec.
30 years medical device industry

CTO of 4 wireless startups
20+ years smart antenna experience
200+ issued patents

24 years Wall Street experience,
investor & analyst

Former Head of Strategic
Partnerships for Fitbit at Google

Nan Kirsten Forte

Phil Kelly

Emily Fairbairn

Michael Soule

DIRECTOR

SVP | ENGINEERING

CHAIR OF THE BOARD

VP | BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Digital health pioneer & innovator,
Exec VP and GM Everyday Health &
Former Exec VP WebMD

Chief Scientist & SVP Systems
Engineering for wireless
startups & defense companies

Co-founder Ascend Capital
30+ years Wall Street experience

20+ years managing sales, strategy
& business development for
consumer product and medical
device companies

Kim Tompkins

Rubén Caballero

Brian Cullinan

Tyla Bucher

VP | QRC

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

30+ years FDA Class II/III devices,
digital health & cardiovascular

Microsoft VP Engineering,
Formerly Apple VP Engineering

2x Lead Director PwC US Board
30+ years PwC Partner

20+ years building & launching
global integrated marketing
campaigns for connected fitness,
consumer products and media
companies

Chronic Conditions Are
Widespread & Costly

Type 1/Type 2 with Insulin
Continuous Glucose Monitor (CGM)

People with Diabetes in the US

People with Prediabetes in the US

Global Diabetes Population

Current CGM Solutions:
Invasive
Expensive

3M

34M
88M

463M

Approximately 1 in 5 US
healthcare dollars are spent on
diabetes and hypertension

113M

136M

1.6B

People at Risk of Hypertension
in North America

People with Hypertension
in North America

Global Hypertension
Population

Current Hypertension Solutions:
Inconvenient
Infrequent

• Covid is likely to become a permanent fixture in our lives
• New outbreaks are possible and likely
• Need for optimized monitoring/maintenance of higher risk
populations, such as those living with chronic conditions
• Therapies such as Remdesivir and Paxlovid are shown to be
extremely effective when delivered shortly after diagnosis,
greatly minimizing severity risk
• Ongoing home monitoring solutions, as provided by
Movano Ring, are critical to achieve early diagnosis

Women
Overlooked by
the Wearable Market
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Pew Research Center survey (June 2019).
Kaiser Family Foundation, 2020 KFF Women’s Health Survey.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Health Statistics (2017-2018).
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services: OASH, Office on Women’s Health and Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) National Diabetes Statistics Report (2020).
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, OASH, Office on Women’s Health.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

•

More likely to wear smart devices.1

•

More connected to the health care system but
feel health care providers dismiss their concerns.2

•

Developing obesity 3, diabetes and prediabetes
at comparable levels.4

•

More likely to die of a heart attack5 or heart
disease, which is the #1 cause of death for
women in the U.S.6

Sleek form factor
designed for
women first.
Breadth of health data
with goal to add medical
clearances.
Intelligent insights
derived from key
health metrics.

Beta-launch
planned for
2H22

The Intersection of Consumer
& Medical Devices

Design

Comfort

App
Experience

Accuracy

Consumer
Devices

Medical
Devices

Quality

FDA Clearance

How Movano
Stacks Up Against
Competition
Sleep

Oura
Whoop
Apple
Fitbit

Reported to be coming in 2022
Planned feature for the future using Movano custom integrated circuits (IC)
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“First, it’s aimed at women, so it’s way
more stylish that anything we’ve seen
before. Oura isn’t a bad looking
device, but it’s noticeable and chunky
on the finger – and it’s harder for
women to wear.”

- wearable.com

“If Movano’s ring works—if they can
make a widely accessible ring that is
certified to monitor very common health
problems—then this is a huge step
forward from fun little dongles that can
count your steps.”

- wired.com

“With the combination of a robust app
and metrics with a ring that looks pretty
cool (check out the bold arrow design
and matte/metallic colors above),
Movano looks like it could be real
competition for Oura.”

- mashable.com

“One thing it definitely seems to have nailed is
the design, judging by its promotional images,
which show rings in three designs and four
tasteful metallic colors. Things have come a
long way since 2020, when Amazon tried to
cram Alexa into an oversized piece of jewelry.”
“A dose of style
for the smart ring
market.”
- wearable.com

-techradar.com

After four years in
development, the smallest
ever custom RF-enabled IC
designed for blood pressure
and glucose monitoring is
now functional, providing:

Greater accuracy

Flexibility in form factor
Cost-effective solutions

Our Ecosystem
Wearables

Custom RF
ASIC

Movano Proprietary & Confidential

App

Cloud

US: 7 patents issued; 44 pending
OUS: 5 patents pending
IC architecture,
signal processing algorithms,
machine learning algorithms,
calibration techniques for blood
pressure and glucose.
Single chip solution enables a
multitude of device and system
solutions.
In-house experts in IC design,
signal processing, algorithm
development, medtech, digital health
and finance.

Smart, sleek
and comfortable. Combines vital health metrics with
personalized intelligent feedback. Designed for women.
Designed and miniaturized multichip architecture from 4 ICs into a single SoC in four years to
achieve more accurate, flexible and cost-effective wearable
solutions. Currently integrating the SoC into a new, smaller
prototype system for additional blood pressure and glucose
testing.
Executed in February 2022
with experienced, FDA-compliant lab in study of 10
persons with diabetes.
Executed in
December 2021 using our initial wrist-worn, wearable
prototype, as well as adjustable full finger ring
prototype. Data collected on multiple analytes.
Wrist-worn, wireless,
Bluetooth-connected and battery-powered. Completed
in 4Q21.
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